SOLD! RAVENOUS II - 82’ OYSTER DECK SALOON
Wellington Yacht Partners is pleased to announce the sale of RAVENOUS II, the 82’ Oyster Marine Deck
Saloon. Dolf Haffenreffer of Wellington Yachts represented the Seller and Dirk Johnson of Perini Navi
USA acted as the Buyer’s Agent.

RAVENOUS II, an exquisite blend of form meets function, was built by a seasoned yachtsman as his
second Oyster. His objective was to create a vessel that was safe and comfortable for his large sailing
family, with a shallow draft to allow for exploring the Chesapeake Bay and islands, while still presenting
as a worthy competitor in Oyster Regattas. No expense was spared in the build, and all objectives were
exceeded with flying colors.
Seamlessly incorporating both classic and contemporary, RAVENOUS II is an iconic presence on both the
U.S. eastern seaboard and Caribbean circuit. She sports a Flag Blue hull and a white carbon mast with Vboom, a head-turner in any port. Her African-inspired interior features maple joinery with rich
mahogany accents, beautiful teak sole boards and plush upholstery, all of which combine to accentuate
the light, airy interior. Her upper salon and nav area offer expansive views via the deck saloon windows.
The equally inviting lower saloon serves as a breakfast nook, reading and lounge area. Her three
generous en-suite guest cabins, equipped with hideaway pipe berths for additional accommodations,
offer comfort, storage and entertainment for owner and guests. Generous crew quarters and galley
forward naturally provide privacy and separation while ensuring the boat is configured for silver service.
The versatile deck layout allows for multiple functions, from a competitively-crewed race program to a
shorthanded passage. Her spacious cockpit is outfitted to host a multitude of guests for après-sail
cocktails to spontaneous alfresco dining on a moonlit evening. Her carefully-chosen top-of-the-line deck
hardware perfectly delivers performance when the owner wants. Crewed and maintained by a
knowledgeable captain, and refit to the highest standards.

